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Advent Hope

Pray for people as they discern the new restrictions placed upon
them with the publication of the new tier system post-lockdown 2.
Pray that people would be wise and discerning. Pray for a real sense
of HOPE during this first week of advent. Hope of break-through,
Hope of light in the darkness, Hope of a new way of doing things ,
Hope of a pathway in the wilderness coming into fruition. Pray for
HOPE of a saviour touching people’s lives in a way that hasn’t been
possible before.

The Elderly
and

Pray for your HOPES and DREAMS. Allow God to place new HOPES
and DREAMS on your heart. Allow him to speak to you of a hope that
he has for you, for plans not yet revealed, of adventures not yet
begun. And together let’s HOPE for a brighter tomorrow with Jesus.
And so, Lord, where do I put my hope?
My only hope is in you.
Psalm 39:7 NLT
References: New images introduced in this prayer leaflet for other images see previous editions
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Community Prayer
This week in our prayers we are drawn to
different areas of our community. Within
and without.
The Elderly. Consider those who are more
mature in years within our congregation,
our church family. Pray that they feel
honoured within our church family. That
their years bring with it wisdom in faith,
knowledge of scripture –yet the joy of
knowing there is more to learn about Jesus.
Pray for the Elderly without –outside the
church family but very much part of the
community. Pray for those who maybe
lonely, in need and pray that God’s Spirit
would guide us and others to these people
so that they would not be isolated.
Whether that be in person, through
technology, whatever means pray he will
help us make connections.
Pray also for the wider Baptist family.
Brothers and Sisters in Christ who are in
the same boat as us, unable to meet
physically, yet still bound in love for each
other through Christ, Pray for their
strengthening and sustaining throughout
this time.
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